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Abstract: With uninterrupted space-based data collection since 1972, Landsat plays a key role in
systematic monitoring of the Earth’s surface, enabled by an extensive and free, radiometrically
consistent, global archive of imagery. Governments and international organizations rely on Landsat
time series for monitoring and deriving a systematic understanding of the dynamics of the Earth’s
surface at a spatial scale relevant to management, scientific inquiry, and policy development. In this
study, we identify trends in Landsat-informed change detection studies by surveying 50 years of
published applications, processing, and change detection methods. Specifically, a representative
database was created resulting in 490 relevant journal articles derived from the Web of Science
and Scopus. From these articles, we provide a review of recent developments, opportunities, and
trends in Landsat change detection studies. The impact of the Landsat free and open data policy
in 2008 is evident in the literature as a turning point in the number and nature of change detection
studies. Based upon the search terms used and articles included, average number of Landsat images
used in studies increased from 10 images before 2008 to 100,000 images in 2020. The 2008 opening
of the Landsat archive resulted in a marked increase in the number of images used per study,
typically providing the basis for the other trends in evidence. These key trends include an increase in
automated processing, use of analysis-ready data (especially those with atmospheric correction), and
use of cloud computing platforms, all over increasing large areas. The nature of change methods
has evolved from representative bi-temporal pairs to time series of images capturing dynamics and
trends, capable of revealing both gradual and abrupt changes. The result also revealed a greater
use of nonparametric classifiers for Landsat change detection analysis. Landsat-9, to be launched
in September 2021, in combination with the continued operation of Landsat-8 and integration with
Sentinel-2, enhances opportunities for improved monitoring of change over increasingly larger areas
with greater intra- and interannual frequency.
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1. Introduction

The world’s population has increased from 2.6 billion at the beginning of the 1950s to
7.7 billion at present and is predicted to reach ~9.7 billion by 2050. Population growth is
known to be the greatest driver of land cover change, via alterations to land use, globally [1].
As such, global land cover is deeply intertwined with the environment and climate, and
changes to one will impact the other via several interacting feedback loops [2]. Approxi-
mately 60% of all land cover change is directly related to anthropogenic activities such as
agricultural and industrial development, and 40% is indirectly linked to human activity,
such as climate change [3,4]. Knowing how humans use and alter the landscape is often
more crucial for planning and management purposes than the land cover itself [5]. Land
use change related to processes such as industrialization, urbanization, desertification,
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deforestation, and agriculture has long-term impacts on the environment in different as-
pects, including climate, biodiversity, vegetation composition, energy balance, as well as
the water and carbon cycle [6,7]. For example, it has been estimated that approximately
one-quarter of cumulative carbon emissions to the atmosphere are related to land use
change [8]. To better understand the patterns and impacts of the ever-changing global
landscape, information that captures anthropogenic alteration to the Earth’s surface in
a systematic and quantifiable fashion is of utmost importance [9]. Recent advances in
remote sensing tools and techniques enable researchers to detect and monitor such changes.
Landsat data has proven particularly useful, given its substantial historical record and
continuous data gathering at national [10–14] and global scales [15–17]. These data are
of value to policymakers and governments who increasingly apply Landsat change de-
tection products in support of national reporting and policy development and to inform
international programs [18,19].

Landsat is currently nearing five decades of uninterrupted satellite imaging [9]. The
initiation of the Landsat program was in 1972, providing for some locations an early
baseline for change detection that is unique among satellite programs [20]. Later changes
to the Landsat data policy in 2008 by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) resulted
in free and open access to the global Landsat archive [21]. This policy change lead to
a vast increase in global applications, particularly in terms of monitoring changes over
large areas [22] and to the formalization of Landsat data in commercial and government
programs [23]. Efforts have been made by the Landsat Global Archive Consolidation
(LGAC) to ensure that all images gathered at international receiving stations are captured,
processed, stored, and made available via the collection of Landsat data into the USGS
Landsat data archive. Today, the Landsat archive is more complete than ever [24]. Much of
the globally acquired Landsat data was collected by numerous instruments under various
atmospheric conditions and angles, meaning that geometric and radiometric calibration
are necessary if Landsat data are used in a time series analysis or within a stack. This
ultimately limited the use of these data by those lacking certain knowledge or software
capabilities. However, with the availability of Landsat Collection 1, and recently Collection
2, and other preprocessed products [25,26] with automated cloud detection algorithms [27],
there is now broad capacity for the use of Landsat data in time series analysis and change
detection applications.

For several years, land cover change detection using remote sensing data largely
focused on capturing abrupt changes between two time intervals, where one land cover
type is replaced by another [28]. Over time, however, improvements to instruments and
data availability and advancements in algorithms and computation methods allowed for
the development of different change-detecting techniques, such as time series analysis and
temporal trajectory-based change detection [29]. As a result, change detection and land
cover classification are no longer implemented as separate and independent activities as
was typical in past studies, allowing for the extraction of more thorough and meaningful
change-related information. Additionally, recent advances in cloud computing platforms,
such as Google Earth Engine (GEE) [30], Amazon Web Services [31], NASA Earth Ex-
change [32], which host petabyte-scale data archive and offer high performance cloud
computing capability, make implementation of state-of-the-art algorithms over large areas
feasible [33].

Improvements in space-borne instrument technology and the growing importance
of earth observation (EO) satellites for environmental monitoring have increased the
number of active civilian remote sensing satellites [20]. For example, high spatial resolution
satellite constellations with frequent data acquisition rates have been launched, such as the
constellation of more than 180 shoebox-sized “Doves” satellites by Planet with a daily 3.7 m
spatial resolution [34]. Despite their high spatial and temporal resolutions, many of these
optical sensor programs lack radiometric consistency, consistent spectral bandpasses, and
orbital stability [5]. As such, the use of a reference sensor for cross-calibration of surface
reflectance products is essential for the integration of data between sensors and to provide
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measurement integrity through space and time [35]. The Landsat program addresses this
issue as it offers radiometric consistency within its historical archive and thus, is one of the
few instruments that can act as a reference sensor for other optical satellite programs [9].
Synergistic international partnerships between medium spatial resolution satellites can
result in a virtual constellations [36], such as between Landsat and Sentinel-2 [37], reducing
the effective revisit rate, such as a latitude-dependent <3 days revisit time for Landsat-8,
Sentinel-2A, and Sentinel-2B [38]. Additional improvements via combining Landsat and
Sentinel-2 are found in improved geometric fidelity [35].

Given the large number of applications and high rate of new algorithm developments,
there are several change detection review papers currently published [5,28,29,39,40]. De-
spite the important position of Landsat data in change detection studies and applications,
there is only a single review article focusing specifically on Landsat change detection [41].
In particular, the past review articles investigated change detection techniques using differ-
ent sources of EO data from a descriptive perspective and thus, do not offer a quantitative
comparison between Landsat-specific algorithms and applications. As such, the main
objective of this study is to fill this gap via an analytical review of remote sensing change
detection with a focus on data from the Landsat program. Specifically, this paper provides
an overview of Landsat change detection research and a quantitative assessment of com-
mon processing pipeline for change detection algorithms using Landsat data. To capture
a broad perspective on Landsat change detection and to identify scientific gaps, 490 pub-
lished papers were selected, reviewed, and compiled into a database for this meta-analysis
and review.

2. Landsat Overview
2.1. Landsat Legacy

The concept of space-based land cover monitoring was developed as early as the 1960s
by NASA and USGS when space-borne observation platforms became available [42]. The
launch of Landsat-1, also known as the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS), on 23
July 1972 represented a new wave of opportunity for the remote sensing community [43]
with global data acquisition ambitions. Currently, it is the longest-running uninterrupted
Earth imaging program (Figure 1). Based upon this heritage Landsat has become a critical
reference for scientific, commercial, and governmental projects, providing land use infor-
mation to environmental decision-makers and international agreements at both local and
global scales [23,44].

The first near polar-orbiting EO satellite is Landsat-1 [45], which carried a Return
Beam Vidicon (RBV) and Multispectral Scanner System (MSS) with ~60 m spatial resolution,
a 6-bit quantization system, and 4 bands. Later operating alongside Landsat-1 and sharing
the same design, Landsat-2 was implemented to achieve complete global coverage and
capture periodic images. Landsat-3 carried some sensor improvements, including redesign-
ing the RBV system to use side-by-side mounted cameras with 40 m ground resolution
panchromatic spectral response and adding a thermal band, though it did not perform
well at the time. Landsat-4 was the first NASA satellite with a global positioning system
(GPS) instrument and carried some improvements in spacecraft engineering, such as solar
arrays, greater altitude, and orbital control and adjustment. Landsat-4 launched with the
Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor carrying 7 bands, 8-bit quantized data, and a 30 m spatial
resolution. Landsat-4 marked the beginning of the collection of thermal infrared data with
120 m spatial resolution by the Landsat mission. As seen in Figure 1, Landsat-5, which was
originally designed for only three years of operation, had the longest individual operating
satellite lifetime, covering the failure of the proceeding Landsat-6, which did not achieve
orbit. Next, Landsat-7 launched with the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) sensor,
an improved version of the previous TM, offering 15 m panchromatic and 60 m thermal
infrared spatial resolution bands. Unfortunately, the Landsat-7 Scan Line Corrector (SLC)
failure occurred in June 2003, and since then, the data delivered from this sensor contained
gaps. Landsat-8 was launched on 11 February 2013. By this time, high spatial resolution
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sensors were developed; however, Landsat-8 data still has the 30 m spatial resolution
to maintain data continuity and consistency with its predecessors. Landsat-8 carries the
Operational Land Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) with improvements in
quantization (12-bit) and it also has some additional bands (i.e., coastal aerosol and cirrus).
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planned to be launched in September 2021.

Despite the increasing number of EO satellites, including high-resolution commercial
satellites, CubeSats, national programs, and satellite constellations, the Landsat program
continues to play a key role in applications of optical imagery, acting as a reference point
that is considered “not replaceable” [9]. This is because there is no other science-grade,
long-term uninterrupted EO program, which provides a free data policy, global coverage,
radiometric consistency between sensors with appropriate spatial and temporal resolutions
for resource and environment monitoring. Today, remote sensing scientific communities,
commercial programs, and governments rely on the consistency and availability of Landsat
data [46].

The European Space Agency (ESA) launched the Sentinel-2 constellation with a multi-
spectral sensor in 2014 and 2017 as a part of the European Union’s Copernicus EO program,
providing spatial resolution of 10 m (visible and near-infrared bands), 20 m (red-edge and
shortwave infrared bands) and 60 m (atmospheric correction bands), a five-day temporal
resolution from two-satellite constellation (at equator), and free access policies [47]. In
addition to red edge and water vapor bands, Sentinel-2 has a higher spatial resolution in
the visible and shortwave infrared bands compared to that of Landsat, yet Sentinel-2 does
not capture data in the thermal infrared band. As such, Sentinel-2 is the best complement
to the Landsat program and has resulted in opportunities for international partnerships
and virtual constellations [36]. With about 2.5 days of temporal resolution, the synthe-
sis of Sentinel-2A, Sentinel-2B, and Landsat-8 data allows for the development of new
applications for monitoring highly dynamic phenomenon [48]. These opportunities are
possible via new methods for geometric and radiometric registration between Sentinel-2
and Landsat at pixel-level [49–51].

Permanent global imaging and data continuity are the main concerns of the Landsat
Program [52]. The Landsat Data Continuity Mission (LDCM), along with the launch of
Landsat-8 in 2013, was the first step towards plans for increasing data continuity [53].
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From 2014, the U.S. implemented the Sustainable Land Imaging (SLI) program, based
on the sustainability, continuity, and reliability of Landsat data, to solidify the future of
Landsat legacy into the 2030s and beyond through a partnership between NASA and USGS.
This led to the design of the Landsat-9 mission with Operational Land Imager-2 (OLI-2)
and Thermal Infrared Sensor-2 (TIRS-2), planned for launch in 2021 [54], coinciding with
the end-of-life of Landsat-7 and related orbital changes. At almost any time, at least two
Landsat instruments have been in orbit over the Earth for global imaging every 8 days,
which is expected to continue well into the future.

2.2. Landsat Archive and Data Characteristics

Before 2008, the Landsat data policy affected the widespread use of Landsat data,
particularly during the commercial management (EOSAT) years, due to the relatively high
cost of a single Landsat image (as high as $4400) and the existence of copyright rules that
limited sharing [22]. This resulted in low usage of Landsat data and an interest in using
as few images as possible for given study (see Figure 2). From economic benefit studies,
this limited the potential societal benefits of Landsat and the return on Landsat program
investments [55]. The 2008 change in Landsat data policy [21] is evident in both numbers
of images downloaded and the number of scientific publications.
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Figure 2. Annual publications that included “Landsat” in title, abstract, or keywords within the Scopus database (purple
line), Landsat scene downloads from USGS archive (blue line), and Landsat image price (black line) (Source: USGS [22])
showing the impact of Landsat data policy through time on the usage of Landsat data.

For some time, the imagery provided by the Landsat global archive was sparse (an
estimated 4 million images archived at International Cooperators and 1.9 million at USGS
as of March 2006 [56]. This was due to limitations of Landsat-1 to Landsat-5, such as
the absence of onboard data storage capacity and data transition [57], and the lack of
systematic data gathering from international ground stations (IGS) to USGS [56]. However,
changes in the data policy since 2008 and the need for a truly complete global archive with
deep temporal records resulted in the Landsat Global Archive Consolidation (LPGS) and
improvements of onboard and data transition capacity [24].
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As a result of the Landsat Global Archive Consolidation (LGAC), the USGS Landsat
archive contains around 9.2 million Landsat Level-1 images as of 31 December 2020 (see
Figure 3). Additionally, with the new data acquisition policy, ~1200 new observations are
added to the USGS archive each day from Landsat-7 and -8, and multiple million images
are downloaded per year [9]. Since implementation of free data policy in 2008, many new
applications have been developed. These new algorithms have increased the total number
of downloaded images from USGS, which now surpasses the 100 million mark.
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Several applications of EO data rely on pixel-level radiometric and geometric registra-
tion and radiometric consistency within a time series, between sensors, and band-to-band.
These requirements lead to the processing of the Landsat Collection 1, released in May
2017 [25], reducing preprocessing requirements and increasing consistency, while imple-
menting the latest in methods and science. Collection 2, released December 2020, further
improved geometric accuracy (through updated elevation data), improved radiometric
calibration, additional higher level products, more quality assessment bands, updated
metadata files, and a cloud optimized file format. Given Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GNSS), star tracker cameras, and inertial navigation system, and Landsat 8 OLI
Harmonized Global Reference Images (GLIs) with Sentinel-2, the Landsat Collection 2
has achieved georectification with a less than 12 m root mean square error (RMSE) and
enhanced usage of ground control points (GCPs) to produce more level-1 terrain precision
(L1TP) products.

The Collection 2 reflectance-based calibration approach has ~3% accuracy, which is
updated through time and is used to propagate radiometric consistency to past generations.
Although some algorithms and applications do not require atmospheric correction and
can perform well using Landsat TOA data alone (e.g., single-date image classification),
multitemporal classification and geographically large-scale change detection studies require
atmospheric correction [58]. Surface reflectance, as a physical value, is consistent through
space and time. As a result, the application of atmospheric correction makes change
detection results more reliable. Therefore, algorithms with dense time series and especially
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those over large areas [59,60] typically require the use of surface reflectance data, which
has become the lowest level of analysis-ready data standard (e.g., as delivered by Landsat
Collection 1 or 2).

3. Method

On 14 August 2020, a search of two scientific databases, Web of Science and Scopus,
was done for articles containing “Change Detection” OR “Land Cover Change” with
“Landsat” and “Time Series” in the title, abstract or keywords, from 1970 to 2020. The
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [61]
proposed method was followed (see Figure 4). After removing duplicate results, 643 articles
were screened and 490 titles were selected for the systematic review. Landsat data have
been used in several scientific fields and in some of them the data only used as an ancillary
data or for validation purposes. Articles from non-remote sensing sources that did not
use change detection methods or Landsat images as the primary data were excluded from
the database. In addition, review papers and articles written in non-English languages
were excluded.
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The database was built to include 39 attributes in total, which are filled with numeric,
Boolean, and string data types containing quantitative, qualitative, and categorical char-
acteristics of the research describing article information, study area and application, data
acquisition, preprocessing steps, change detection method, and evaluation results (Table 1).

Table 1. The database features are used for meta-analysis quantitative and qualitative synthesis.

Feature Data Type Description

Title Free Text Article title
First Author Free Text First author name

Year Numeric Published year
Source Free Text Published journal

DOI Numeric Article DOI
Study area Country Free Text Study area country (or region)

Study area size Numeric Study area size in square kilometers
Application Free Text Change detection application

Change Cause Free Text Cause of change (change agent) mentioned in articles
Data Provider Free Text Data download or access source
Total Images Numeric Total number of Landsat images used

Total Available Data Boolean If used all available Landsat images
Landsat Categorical Which Landsat instrument(s) used

Landsat Sensor Categorical Which Landsat sensor(s) used
Change Frequency Categorical Using more than one, one, or less than one image per year

Start Date Numeric Starting year
Ending Date Numeric Ending year

Duration Numeric Time frame
Images Per Year Numeric The average number of used images per year

ARD Boolean If used analysis ready data or surface reflectance data
Geometric Free Text Geometric correction method or standard

Atmospheric Free Text Atmospheric correction method
Radiometric Free Text Radiometric correction method

Cloud Removal Free Text Cloud, cloud shadow, and other anomalies masking method
Composite method Free Text Composite image creation method

Other Sensor Free Text Other Earth observation data
Ancillary Data Free Text Ancillary data used

Change Category Categorical Category of change detection method
Change Method Free Text Change detection method
Change Index Free Text Change metric or index

Computing platform Free Text Cloud computing platform or local computation
Processing Unit Categorical Change detection processing element
Ground Truth Free Text Reference data used for evaluation
CD Resolution Numeric Final product resolution

Classifier Free Text Classifier used
Classification Features Free Text Features used in classification

Classification OA Numeric Overall accuracy of classification
Assessment Indices Free Text Assessment indices

CD OA Numeric Change detection overall accuracy

4. Results and Discussion

After creating the meta-analysis database from 490 journal articles, as described above,
relevant information was extracted from the reviewed papers. Figure 5 demonstrates a
typical workflow of the Landsat change detection methodology used in these studies. As
shown, after data collection and preprocessing, reference data and ancillary data were
used for classification and change detection, and the results are evaluated using different
accuracy assessment indices.
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Previous studies produced land cover maps to represent the state of the land cover
at a specific date or period, and change detection was then implemented as a separate
action or as a postprocessing activity [5]. Using this method, errors or uncertainties present
in the individual land cover maps were duplicated and spread to the final change maps,
resulting in incorrect attribution of change [28]. More recently, change data are integrated
into land cover classification through a time series methodology implemented using a
multiyear stack of Landsat data, resulting in quantitative enhancements of estimated land
cover [62]. Change information is available in many forms. For example, change metrics
provided by time series approaches can be used to assist in the production of sequentially
integrated land cover maps. Similarly, the integration of ecological succession knowledge
supports the temporal consistency of land cover maps [12,63]. Utilization of annually
consistent land cover maps provides a comprehensive analysis of the land cover transition
of pixels through time, resulting in a more accurate assessment of change compared to
more traditional “from–to” change detection maps more commonly implemented in the
past. Coefficients and the RMSE from time series models and model estimation are now
key inputs to classifiers [60].

4.1. General Information and Applications

Landsat change detection research is published in journals of various fields, from
remote sensing to ecology, demonstrating the relevance of Landsat change detection to
many different scientific communities. In several of these studies, Landsat change detection
results are considered a reliable source of data for comparing and evaluating non-remote
sensing data. These products are also useful to demonstrate land use changes and their
related impacts on the environment. Of 490 papers and 129 journals, Remote Sensing of
Environment and Remote Sensing journal have the largest number of publications that applied
Landsat data for change detection, featuring a total of 107 and 70 articles, respectively
(Figure 6).
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As shown in Figure 7, since 2008, there is an increasing number of Landsat change
detection articles, largely because of the Landsat free-data policy. The availability of
free data and improvements in data storage capacity significantly contributed to the
exponential increase in the average number of Landsat images used in the articles reviewed
(see Figure 7). Most recently, online repository and APIs with cloud computing platforms
enabled researchers to easily use thousands of Landsat images. For example, Pickens et al.
(2020) used 3.4 million Landsat images for mapping inland water dynamics through
GEE [64].

Landsat change detection studies cover a range of geographical scales, from small-
to global-scale applications. Four of the reviewed studies produced global results using
Landsat data [64–67], while several other studies produced continental and country-wide
results for Africa [68], Australia, China, the United States [69], Eastern Europe, and Rus-
sia [70], for example. Most large-area studies were implemented in the GEE platform,
which is capable of handling a massive amount of data. Figure 8 shows by continent the
total number of study areas and the total number of Landsat images used. As illustrated,
studies in Asia applied Landsat data to map large study areas, whereas studies in North
America incorporated more Landsat images in their analysis compared to other continents
(through the inclusion of a temporal element).
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Figure 7. The total number of Landsat change detection journal articles published since 1994.
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Landsat change detection has various applications, from environmental monitoring
to capturing the dynamics of human life. Figure 9 shows the major domains of Landsat
change detection studies in different countries. Based on this meta-analysis, forests are
the most studied domain using Landsat change detection. Urban expansion is the main
focus in China, whereas agriculture and food security are the most common concerns in
North Africa.
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To better understand drivers of land cover change in the reviewed studies, the most
common change agents are summarized in Table 2, categorized as caused by natural or
anthropogenic means. Deforestation, urban expansion, human activities, and agriculture
expansion are the most common agents of change in the reviewed articles. However, it
should be noted that change is more often driven by multiple agents, and different change
agents have direct or indirect impacts on each other. For example, deforestation impacts
the environment and climate, and climate changes can trigger natural disasters.

Table 2. Change agents in Landsat change detection studies.

Change Agent Change Magnitude Number of Studies

A
nt

hr
op

og
en

ic

Deforestation Abrupt/Gradual 149
Urban expansion Gradual 102
Human Activities Abrupt/Gradual 47

Agriculture expansion Gradual 30
Population growth Gradual 21

Afforestation Gradual 20
Industrial Abrupt 11
Economic Abrupt 7

Disturbance Abrupt/Gradual 6
Mining Gradual 5
Harvest Abrupt 4

Dam Abrupt 3

N
at

ur
al

Insect Gradual 9
Fire Abrupt 8

Climate change Gradual 7
Desertification Gradual 7

Drought Gradual 6
Earthquake Abrupt 4

4.2. Data and Sensors

Landsat data can be accessed through several different sources, which are displayed
in Figure 10. As expected, USGS, the official Landsat data provider, is the main source
of Landsat change detection data in the reviewed papers. USGS is accessed through
online repositories, such as EarthExplorer, GloVis, and the Earth Resources Observation
and Science (EROS) Center science-processing architecture (ESPA) on-demand interface,
which provides all historical global data processed at different levels of geometric and
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radiometric standards. Google Earth Engine (GEE, https://earthengine.google.com) also
provides online access to all Landsat data and products. By using GEE, users do not
require any storage infrastructure when downloading data. GEE is mostly used to access
algorithms and to apply those algorithms to image datasets and other spatial data at a
range of geographical scales.
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Amazon Web Services (AWS, https://aws.amazon.com/earth) provides another pri-
vate solution to access data. AWS offers clients admittance to an assortment of datasets
(e.g., Sentinels, MODIS, Landsat, and elevation datasets) on a cloud-based platform. The
versatility of this serverless computing platform supports code snippets from C#, Python,
Node.js, and Java. AWS makes Landsat images accessible to anybody to utilize through
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). All Landsat-8 images from 2015 are accessible along-
side a selection of cloud-free images from 2013 and 2014. Additionally, all daily Landsat
data are made available within hours of production. AWS reported 500 million global
requests for Landsat data within the first 150 days of the launch of Landsat on AWS in
March 2015. Using AWS, Bolton et al. (2020), for example, applied a dense time series of
Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 imagery at continent-scale to quantify the nature and magnitude
of seasonality changes and to estimate the timing of vegetation phenophase transitions [71].

Figure 11 shows the number of studies that used data derived from different Landsat
sensors. As illustrated, Landsat TM, with its reliable and consistent radiometry, 30 m spatial
resolution, and an extensive historical catalog spanning from 1982 to 2012, is the most
commonly used sensor in the reviewed studies. For monitoring changes prior to this time,

https://earthengine.google.com
https://aws.amazon.com/earth
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Landsat MSS is the only available data source with 60 m spatial resolution, though it has
relatively challenging preprocessing steps. Landsat ETM+ data are used in relatively few
studies due to the SLC failure and are usually replaced with Landsat TM data. Importantly,
there are many studies applying OLI data within a short time frame, demonstrating the
success of Landsat 8 and data continuity.
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Ancillary data are commonly used for preparing reference data or increasing the
accuracy of results. As seen in Figure 12, land cover maps are the most common type
of ancillary data used in Landsat change detection studies. Existing land cover maps
are useful to determine the area and type of land cover within a given study area and
are often a reliable source for collecting reference data. Historical land cover maps are
usually in paper-form and should be digitized for integrating into a GIS or remote sensing
framework. After digitization, historical land cover maps are one of the few reliable sources
of reference data for evaluating the results of a time series. Google Earth provides access to
high-resolution optical data from as early as 2000. Historical aerial photos are usually used
for selecting training and validation data. Topographic data and digital elevation models
(usually SRTM global 30 m data) are most often used for radiometric corrections of remote
sensing imagery. Topographic characteristics, such as aspect and slope, are also extracted
from DEM data and are used to improve classification accuracy. Field data, which is usually
collected with GPS with a relatively high cost, is the most reliable source of reference data.
Climate data are usually used to understand the relationship between land cover changes
and climate.
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Various sources of Earth observation data can be combined with Landsat data to
improve the spatial or temporal resolution of change detection products (see Figure 13).
High-resolution satellites are usually used for deriving reference data and image interpre-
tation. Increasingly, Sentinel-2, as a Landsat-like medium resolution EO sensor with higher
spatial resolution, is combined with Landsat data for change detection (Figure 13) [72–75].
With cross-calibration of Landsat 8, Sentinel-2A, and Sentinel-2B, a near-2.5 day global data
coverage, an overall increased spatial resolution (from Sentinel), and historical radiometric
consistency (from Landsat), can be achieved. However, MODIS data and products are
currently the data most often fused with Landsat, totaling 55 studies.

The long revisit cycles, frequent poor atmospheric conditions, and cloudy scenes
common in Landsat have restricted its use in detecting rapid changes related to natural
hazards and intraseasonal environment varieties. Comparatively, MODIS products have
a daily revisit cycle but a coarse spatial resolution and therefore are not suitable for
monitoring surface changes within heterogeneous areas. Therefore, combining Landsat
and MODIS data is a feasible and more affordable approach to enhance change detection of
land surface dynamics. By combining these datasets, both temporal frequency and spatial
resolution are improved, contributing vital information for monitoring inter- and intra-
annual vegetation phenology, for example. Feng Gao et al. (2006) developed the Spatial and
Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) to fuse MODIS and Landsat data
to enhance both spatial and temporal resolution to better predict daily synthetic surface
reflectance [76]. Later on, Zhu et al. (2010) used conversion coefficients to implement
an enhanced STARFM (ESTARFM) algorithm to produce more accurate synthetic fine-
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resolution reflectance products by fusing multisource Earth observation data, especially in
mixed-pixel areas [77]. Similarly, the Spatial–Temporal Adaptive Algorithm for Mapping
Reflectance Change (STAARCH) uses tasseled cap transformations of both Landsat and
MODIS reflectance data to detect vegetated land surface changes. This algorithm requires
at least two Landsat images: one at the beginning of the observation time frame and
one at the end. The spatial extent of disturbance events is delineated by a change mask,
derived from the Landsat pair images. A series of MODIS images determine the date of
disturbance [78].
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Active sensors such as LiDAR and SAR contribute different information to Landsat
change detection studies versus optical data. ALOS-PALSAR is the most used SAR data
in Landsat change detection studies [79–81]. However, the lack of sustainable SAR data
with the required spatial and temporal coverage has generally limited the usage of SAR
data in Landsat change detection studies. Sentinel-1 free global 10 m resolution data,
though only available from 2014, has great potential for data fusion with Landsat in years
to come [82–84]. LiDAR data is used in forest and biomass applications to better capture
the structure of vegetation and the ground and to improve the accuracy of regional to
national models [85–87].

4.3. Spatial and Temporal Characteristics

Applications of change detection are expected to increase spatially and temporally
over time given the increasing availability of data and computational power. Among the
reviewed papers, 99 used all available data, 85 used more than one image per year, 58 used
an image for each year, and 248 studies used less than one image per year. As shown in
Figure 14, studies using one or more images per year are increasing. Early studies often
used pairs of images or a single image for only a limited number of years (e.g., one image
for every 5 years), but today, annual or interannual changes such as vegetation phenology
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are easily monitored. High-frequency Landsat change detection using all available data
and dense time series are recently achievable with a cloud computing platform and robust
change detection methods [60,88,89].
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The use of more frequent data is possible only if the data have a high spatial and
radiometric standard, and if preprocessing steps are done using automated methods.
Radiometric consistency and the use of surface reflectance data as a physical value are key
to avoiding noise in a time series. Increasing the frequency of data applied in research helps
to improve the overall accuracy results of Landsat change detection as well (Figure 15).
Using more data helps to better distinguish temporary trends, such as separating seasonal
changes from permanent changes.

When monitoring change over long periods, the Landsat historical archive is the only
option. Figure 14 shows an increasing trend towards studies examining change over longer
periods, and multidecade cross-sensor radiometric calibrated data studies have increased
during the past years. Amongst the reviewed papers, 14% used MSS data gathered as early
as the 1970s, 41% as early as the 1980s, 16% used TM data collected as early as the 1990s,
and 29% used other sensors since 2000s in their change analysis. As such, most long-term
studies reviewed in this study performed their change detection analysis by data collected
since the 1980s. In particular, some studies begin their change analysis in 1982, using data
gathered by the Thematic Mapper sensor onboard Landsat-4. However, due to the limited
global coverage of Landsat-4, a large number of studies carried out their analysis by data
captured since 1984 when Landsat-5 was launched. Landsat-5 is a key point for long-term
change detection studies, given its nearly 29-year life span and 30 m spatial resolution,
which ensures spatial and spectral compatibility with later Landsat missions. When both
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TM and ETM+ data were available, many studies preferred TM due to the SLC failure of
ETM+ in 2003 and data gaps.
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One of the most important challenges involved for studies using time series data
over a long time is the accessibility to high quality validation data for evaluating models
with early historical records. However, the availability of Landsat-1–Landsat-8 surface
reflectance data is useful for this purpose, making long-period studies reliable. In addition,
with cross-calibration and Landsat data as a radiometric base point, other sensors can be
easily integrated into long-term studies [90].

Improvements to data storage capacity and computational power have led to increas-
ing application of change detection over geographically large study areas (see Figure 14).
A study area with a large size allows for a more comprehensive understanding of patterns
in land cover within and between regions. Additionally, some applications, such as climate
change, are not limited to regional or national scales, but rather are relevant at the scale of
the globe. However, there are still many studies covering small areas due to limitations in
the amount and quality of reference data, as well as desired accuracy. Notably, of inves-
tigated studies over large area only 18% used field-collected reference data, as collecting
reference data over large areas is time- and cost-inefficient. Of investigated research, 82%
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collected reference data in the office from high-resolution images such as Google Earth or
existing land cover maps.

Recently, GEE has been one of the major infrastructures for geo-big-data processing.
Amongst the studies using GEE, 92 are implemented at a large geographical scale. Parallel
geospatial data processing is enabled by Google’s computational infrastructure to reduce
computational time. In addition to Landsat-1–Landsat-8, petabytes of other Earth obser-
vation data, such as Sentinel 1, 2, 3, 5-P, AVHRR, SRTM DEM, and MODIS, are available
within the GEE data catalogue. GEE also provides APIs for JavaScript and Python and a
cloud-based integrated development environment (IDE) for scriptwriting and visualizing
the data. One of the key features of GEE is the existing ready-to-use packages to simplify
coding for both scientific and commercial users [30].

4.4. Preprocessing Stage

Much time and effort were dedicated to the preprocessing stage in early studies. With
the developments in specified algorithms for Landsat data and release of Collection 1 and
2, today the preprocessing stage is almost eliminated. As seen in Table 3, we highlighted
the trend in preprocessing steps of Landsat change detection studies by categorizing them
into automated and user-based strategies.

Table 3. Different strategies and methods for preprocessing steps of Landsat change detection studies.

Strategy Method

Geometric

Automated L1TP standard data

User-Based
Coregistration

Polynomial fitting
Commercial software

Atmospheric

Automated

Surface reflectance data
LEDAPS
LaSRC
L8SR

User-Based

MODTRAN
LOWTRAN

FLAASH
DOS

COST
ATCOR

6S

Cloud/Cloud shadow

Automated

Fmask
CFmask
Tmask

Cloud score
QA band

User-Based
Manual mask
Thresholding

Cloud-free image selection

Geometric correction is one of the key requirements for time series analysis. Small
miss-registrations can result in noise, which may be incorrectly attributed as a meaningful
change in different algorithms. Additionally, the geometric accuracy of results is required
for optimal usage in GIS systems. Geometric corrections have been carried out by users
in early applications of Landsat data with a few images. In particular, coregistration was
usually done using other maps or images with a reliable geometric accuracy. If ground
control points were available, polynomial fitting was done with programming or with the
help of commercial software. However, the availability of L1TP Landsat data with less than
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12 m RMSE almost eliminated the need for geometric preprocessing of Landsat imagery
and as a result, studies using terrain corrected data have increased (see Figure 16).
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Atmospheric correction is usually needed in Landsat change detection research due to
the influence of different atmospheric conditions across time and space. Early studies used
physical radiative transfer models for atmospheric correction, which required information
about the atmospheric condition at the time, including humidity, pressure, and sun angle.
When this information was not available, relative methods with less accuracy were used.
The development of automated atmospheric correction methods for Landsat sensors and
processing of Landsat surface reflectance data eliminated the need for atmospheric prepro-
cessing and ensured more reliable change results. As shown in Figure 16, recent studies
prefer to use automated atmospheric correction methods or analysis ready data (ARD).
From studies that used all available data, 79% applied automated atmospheric correction
methods to ensure radiometric consistency through time series.

Early studies usually made efforts to select Landsat images with no or very little cloud
coverage, and when necessary, masked cloud/cloud-shadows using manual digitizing
or thresholding. However, accessing to annual cloud-free images in some geographical
locations can be challenging and even impossible due to nearly permanent cloud cover
conditions in some geographic regions. Figure 16 shows an increasing number of studies
used automated cloud/cloud-shadow mask algorithms, as studies are increasingly using
more frequent-date data. Amongst studies using high-frequency datasets, 76% used
automated cloud masking methods. Some studies require annual or seasonal images, and
to ensure per pixel quality of data, a composite image must be created from images available
within a restricted period of time (e.g., available images in one season). Of investigated
studies, 34 used image composite methods, such as best available pixel (BAP), to remove
atmospheric effects and cloud/cloud-shadows and to choose the best observation per pixel.
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Other studies simply picked the median value or maximum of spectral indices (e.g., NDVI)
of each pixel to create synthetic seasonal or annual images.

4.5. Landsat Change Detection Methods

As suggested in a previous review paper [41], Landsat change detection methods can
be placed into five categorical approaches. The most common approach is differencing,
wherein images at different times are compared to each other across spectral bands or
indices, land cover types from post-classification, or endmembers from spectral mixture
analysis (SMA; see Figure 17). Post-classification, which is easily implemented and used in
217 studies, is the most used Landsat change detection method and provides “from–to”
maps. However, the accuracy of such methods greatly depends on the quality of the
final classifications and the availability of substantial amounts of training and testing data
needed through the time series.
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Thresholding applies a user-defined or estimated threshold to identify changes of a
single land cover type. A threshold is usually applied to images transformed into other
dimensions sensitive to specific land cover types, such as integrated forest Z-score (IFZ).
Trajectory methods identify changes based on prior knowledge of changes and the behavior
of trajectories in different change situations. Multidates classification methods are also
included in this category.

Statistical, segmentation, and regression methods require larger amounts of data.
Regression methods assume linear or nonlinear relationships between time and spectral
bands or indices. Segmentation methods use data from the same period in different years
and identify changes by breaking a time series into straight lines. Statistical methods
are capable of processing all available data and assume that the time series observations
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follow a statistical model. These approaches apply classification after identifying changes
and use harmonic coefficients as input for classification. Trends in different Landsat
change detection categories are shown in Figure 17. Differencing methods (mostly post-
classification) are the most commonly used approach given their simplicity.

Although the accuracy of change detection methods depends on several factors,
such as number of classes, class types, complementary data, study area, and applications,
different methods achieve a range of different accuracies (see Figure 18). Statistical methods
such as CCDC [60] and BFAST [91] achieved high accuracies using all available data.
Post-classification methods have a range of accuracies depending on use of different
classification methods. Some methods that used only for a single land cover type, such
as the Vegetation Change Tracker (VCT) [92] and LandTrendr [93], used for forest change
detection, have demonstrated science and application relevant results.
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Although pixel-based algorithms are the most common approaches and have less
computational complexity, the number of object-based and subpixel based studies have
increased in recent years, which added different levels of information to Landsat change
detection results. As demonstrated in Figure 19, a pixel-based approach is preferred for
change detection studies because a standard processing chain can be easily defined at the
pixel level but not for other processing units, such as objects.
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or object-based methods.

The accuracy of many Landsat change detection products (mostly from post-
classification methods) relies on the quality of classification results. Early studies used
unsupervised classifiers, wherein the number of classes should be determined before
applying some of them, or supervised classifiers, wherein some assumptions about the
distribution of data should hold. Although early classifiers were easy to implement, they
had less reliable results and required a high amount of training data, which limited the
spatial extent of study areas. However, recently, there is an increasing interest in using
nonparametric flexible classifiers, which produce more reliable results by holding a fewer
assumption compared to parametric approaches (see Figure 19).

With the availability of freely preprocessed data, recent studies prefer to use ARD
or surface reflectance physical values, which almost eliminates the preprocessing stage
(see Figure 20). Cloud computing platforms allow for the application of change detection
analysis over very large study areas. In addition, computational powers allow for the
application of state-of-the-art algorithms to solve different prediction problems. As such,
several studies use all available data for monitoring abrupt and gradual changes together
or composite many images to assure cloud-free annual reliable data.
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4.6. Accuracy Assessment

As computational capabilities and algorithms designed for change detection improve
over time, an increased need can be seen for the quantity and quality of reference datasets
to train models and evaluate the final product. Ideally, change detection accuracy is
measured by the juxtaposition of the output map with an isolated set of assessment data.
We categorize methods for collecting reference datasets into two main techniques fieldwork-
and office-based. Fieldwork often provides high quality and high accuracy training data;
however, it is costly and laborious, especially for large-scale studies. Other issues include
difficulties associated with accessing to private properties or unreachable terrain. These
challenges can be addressed by limiting the sampling area, which reduces flexibility, or
by using pre-existing field datasets that rarely match the spatial and temporal scope of
the projects.

On the other hand, office-based techniques for collecting ground truth data are an
alternative solution to mitigate limitations associated with field campaign. High-resolution
satellite or aerial images can be interpreted by a skilled analyst to create validation data.
In addition, paper and digital land cover maps from non-remote sensing sources can be
used, either to aid interpretation or for use as a validation dataset [94]. Amongst reviewed
studies, 131 studies did not report overall accuracy, due to the lack of appropriate reference
data, or used other evaluation methods, such as the area under the receiver-operating
characteristic curve (AUC) or F-measure. Of those studies that report overall accuracy,
339 studies (77%) used office techniques and 102 studies (23%) used fieldwork to collect
assessment datasets (see Figure 21).
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Although office-based image interpretation is subjected to some level of uncertainty,
these techniques provide the opportunity to view a wider landscape and offer a viewpoint
similar to that of the satellite imagery. Office-based image interpretation techniques rely
upon the availability of high-resolution images before and after a change event. Google
Earth, which was used for validation in 96 studies, provides high-resolution images of
world since 2000. Other sources of high-resolution images, such as satellites with high
spatial resolution, historical archives of aerial images, and historical land cover maps,
can be used for ground truth data collection before that time. However, even with the
availability of such data, their quality and quantity over time may not provide enough
support for rigorous evaluation protocols [5].

Importantly, visual detection of subtle change targets in high-resolution images, es-
pecially in the case of complex change processes, could be challenging. Similarly, it is
impossible to detect changes occurring in areas obscured from view, such as under the
forest canopy. Although field data are considered a more reliable source of validation
data, it can only examine current conditions. Furthermore, a delay between a disturbance
and field visitation may cause additional errors. In this review, we compared the overall
accuracies derived from these two techniques. Overall result agreement between field- and
office-based validation is expected, yet office techniques reported higher overall accuracies.
However, questions about the reliability and uncertainty of office-based results remain.

5. Outlook

Landsat change detection is applied in a range of scientific and nonscientific fields,
not limited to the remote sensing community. Notable increases in the application of
Landsat data in change detection research came as a result of the free data policy in
2008 and developments in cloud computing platforms, such as GEE and AWS. Recent
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improvements in data standards, computation power, and storage abilities have allowed
for the development of algorithms capable of processing large amounts of data. This means
Landsat-based change detection research can now be implemented at large geographical
and timescales, which were infeasible a decade ago. Future trends will likely rely on the
use of multiple sources of data and the virtual constellation comprising of Landsat-8, -9,
and the Sentinel satellites.

5.1. Preprocessing and Data Fusion

In earlier studies, the preprocessing stage was important for the appropriate use of
Landsat data and as a result, a large proportion of time and resources were dedicated to this
step. Miss-registration between images was an early and major source of error in Landsat-
based methods, and much effort was dedicated to the geometric correction of images.
Additionally, radiative models required information about the atmospheric condition
during the time of image collection and relative methods were not accurate enough. Today,
however, the availability of the Landsat Collection 2 data has almost eliminated the need
for extensive preprocessing, thus contributing to an increased application of Landsat data.

Similarly, clouds and other anomalies common in time series are no longer considered
major problem, given developments in cloud masking and composite image methods that
ensure cloud-free time series or annual images, such as pixel-based image compositing.
For example, White et al. (2014) developed the best-available-pixel (BAP) method for
creating image composites over large-areas. This method does not rely on a scene-based
analysis, but rather assigns an overall score to each pixel within an image stack based
on the distance to clouds, cloud shadow, opacity, sensor, and day of the year [95]. Then
a pixel with the highest overall score is chosen for the composite image for a specific
period or a limited phenological window. This method can provide annual, multiyear, and
proxy-value composite images.

Given improvements in the standards of Landsat data, there has been a great focus
on multisensor studies that combine different sources of information to improve overall
results. For example, the fusion of high-frequency MODIS data with relatively higher
spatial resolution Landsat data allows for the extraction of greater detail in highly dynamic
situations [96]. Similarly, radiometrically consistent Landsat data can be fused with Sentinel-
2 data, which has a higher spatial resolution [97]. A detailed review is available on recent
applications of Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 with both pixel-based and geographical object-
based approaches. Application of conventional vegetation indexes for phenology-based
LULC classification is illustrated and challenges to deal with Landsat–Sentinel’s data
integration and geo-big-data is highlighted [98]. The fusion of Landsat data with active
sensors, such as SAR and LiDAR, can also provide new information to change detection.
Unfortunately, there is no uninterrupted freely available SAR data archive that matches the
historic extent of Landsat; however, PALSAR 1 and 2 data have been frequently used in
multisource studies applying optical and radar data together. Likewise, a synergistic use of
Sentinel-1 and Landsat-8 [84] for change detection analysis represents great opportunities
for future studies.

5.2. Methods and Applications

Only abrupt land cover changes were detectable with early bi-temporal change de-
tection methods and binary change maps were the only products, as interannual changes
were not the main concern. In addition, change detection implementation constituted
an independent stage after classification, when comparing land cover classes at different
times. Today, different change targets are detectable, resulting from abrupt changes such as
natural disasters or gradual changes such as shifts in vegetation phenology. New studies
tend to use more data than before and in general, there are an increasing number of studies
that used all available data. These studies implemented methods that enabled the detection
of changes in near real-time. Although five studies in our database used neural networks,
a few studies applied deep learning techniques for Landsat change detection. Lyu et al.
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(2018) used RNN-based transfer-learning to detect annual urban changes from 1984 to
2016 [69]. The feature representations learned from a few training samples were directly
transferred to new target images by combining transfer learning and RNN. The lack of
long-term training data, especially in large-scale studies, limited the usage of deep learning
techniques. Advanced flexible classifiers have been frequently used and time series change
metrics have become an input for the classification of types of land cover changes. The
sustainability of Landsat data resulted in the inclusion of Landsat change detection prod-
ucts in many international agreements and plans. A vast majority of applications using
Landsat change detection and the results have become a reference point for comparison
with products from other sensors or non-remote sensing methods. With the availability of
cloud computing platforms, large-scale global products have been increasingly available.
The current availability of different data sources caused that recent studies mostly focus on
specific applications and the development of new methods for these applications.

5.3. Evaluation and Reference Data

Despite the development of different methods and indices, minimal changes have
been applied to accuracy assessment methods over the past several years. The confusion
matrix remains as the most common accuracy assessment method. However, validating a
time series is still a challenging task, and it is unclear whether all results within a time series
should be validated, or a robust single year validation is adequate. Collecting reference data
for Landsat change detection is another challenge, due to spatial and temporal roadblocks.
Because reference data are used for training and evaluation, there is a need to have a
suitable spatial and temporal reference data distribution.

Although reference data can be collected for studies covering large areas using office-
based techniques and through sampling from high-resolution images or land cover for
a single timeframe, collecting reference data for long period studies remains a problem.
Reference data from Google Earth imagery are only available since 2000 and historical
aerial photos and/or land cover maps are not usually available. However, there are al-
ternative approaches to address the reference data problem, such as cross-validation [99],
bootstrapping [100], interpretation-guided classification with nested segmentation [101],
crowdsourced land cover [102], open land use map [103], volunteered geographic informa-
tion [104], and deep learning network to filter and classify volunteered photographs [105].
A potential solution to the reference data issue would be the generation of a freely available
global reference dataset, collected by governments and other users sharing data from pre-
vious studies or historical maps and photos. Comparison between office-based techniques
and field visits shows that change target and magnitude are the best indicators of whether
a field validation is required or not. Most change types derived from Landsat data can be
validated adequately using office interpretation [94].

5.4. Future Work and Landsat 9

The remote sensing field is growing exponentially. In response, commercial companies
have launched cube satellites with remarkable spatial and temporal resolutions at the
expense of low orbital stability and radiometric consistency. In addition to Landsat’s deep
historical archive, Landsat data can act as a radiometric reference, thus mitigating the
limitations of data collected by cube satellites. Currently, the application of data acquired
by these new satellites has been relatively limited, largely due to price, but remains a
potential avenue for future work. This can be more feasible if and when these datasets
become more easily accessible.

In recent years, cloud platforms have been developed with a focus on planetary-scale
products and applications. Most of these platforms rely on free availability of data collected
by sensors such as Landsat. However, due to costs and policies, many of these cloud
platforms are not commonly used in studies. The inclusion of regional, national, and local
reference data sets in these platforms would be of great support to up-and-coming projects.
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Landsat-9 is planned to be launched in September 2021 and will provide long-term
data production (sustainability), meet the Landsat archive performance standard for mon-
itoring decadal landscape changes (continuity), and continue the long-running Landsat
observational record (reliability). Landsat-9 will take the orbital place of Landsat-7, continu-
ing the trend of 8 days of data provision with Landsat-8. Landsat-9 shares many similarities
with Landsat-8, including spatial resolution and a sun-synchronous orbit. There are, how-
ever, some significant improvements and enhancements. Similar to Landsat-8, Landsat-9
is required to provide at least 400 scenes per day to USGS. However, the collection of as
many as ~740 scenes per day is supported by a 4 Tb onboard data recorder and a ground
system, designed to allow for control of Landsat-9 in orbit and manage data transmission.
The major updates of Landsat-9 are to the OLI-2 and TIRS-2 sensors. OLI-2 data will be
downlinked with the full 14-bit radiometric resolution, improving the signal-to-noise ratio
in darker areas. The TIRS-2 absolute radiometric accuracy is improved, and the scene-select
mirror mechanism has been redesigned for more precise geolocation. Both sensors and the
spacecraft were designed with five-year lifetimes. However, consumable resources carried
by Landsat-9 are sufficient for 10 years of operation, which is only feasible if the satellite
survives its early operation stage.

The Landsat Collection 2 became available in December 2020 and prior to the launch
of Landsat-9, representing the second major reprocessing of the Landsat data archive.
Collection 2 offers improved geometric accuracy by joining ground control points with
Copernicus Sentinel-2 global reference images. Additionally, Collection 2 benefits from
updated 3-arc-second digital elevation modeling and radiometric improvements of some
satellites. Collection 2 will also provide per-pixel quality assurance (QA) bands shared by
Collection 1, including cloud and cloud shadow confidence, snow and ice confidence, ra-
diometric saturation, and terrain occlusion, with the addition of surface reflectance aerosol
and surface temperature QA bands. After the public release of Collection 2, Collection
1 will remain accessible for at least one year and Landsat-9 data will be processed only
into Collection 2. It is worth noting that Landsat-4–Landsat-9 Collection 2 will include
single-channel atmospheric compensation for surface temperature products to ensure time
series consistency. However, Landsat-8 and Landsat-9 dual separated thermal channels
grow expectations for future Collection 3 reprocessing to enable atmospheric correction via
split-window technique [54].

Landsat Collection 2 surface reflectance/temperature products, as the best input for
change detection studies, will be available in 25–27 days after Landsat-7 and 15–17 days
after Landsat-8 data acquisition. This processing timeline is expected to be reduced to
3 days for Landsat-9 Collection 2 Level-2 products. This will offer more opportunities for
near real-time land change detection analysis and other new applications. In addition,
2–3 days temporal frequency will be provided by a combined virtual constellation of
Sentinel-2A and B with Landsat-8 and Landsat-9. This MODIS-like revisit cycle with
medium spatial resolution will enable researchers and decision-makers to augment the
utilization of these data and detect frequent and complex changes to the environment and
global ecosystem.
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